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A NEW PROOF OF THE GRAUERT DIRECT IMAGE THEOREM

R. LEVY

ABSTRACT.    A new proof of the Grauert direct image theorem based on

methods of functional analysis is given.

Let / : M —► N be a proper morphism of complex spaces, and let £ be a coherent

sheaf on M. The generalized direct images Rpf*£ are the sheaves on N associ-

ated with the presheaves V —► 77P(/_1(V), £.). One denotes by f\£, the complex

consisting of sheaves Rpf*£ and having zero differentials. Grauert's direct image

theorem (see [1]) asserts that all the sheaves 7?p/»£ are coherent on N. Our aim

is to give a proof of the theorem for readers more familiar with functional analysis

than with the theory of complex spaces. There are two main differences between

the present proof and that of Forster and Knorr [2]. First, we give a canonical

construction, perhaps simpler, of a resolution of the direct image. Second, the co-

herence of the homology sheaves of this resolution is obtained as a corollary of some

general facts concerning parameterized complexes of Fréchet spaces, which may be

of independent interest.

In §1 we construct a resolution of the direct image by infinite-dimensional free

sheaves—i.e., by sheaves of germs of holomorphic vector-functions with values in a

Fréchet space. The construction is based on the notion of a parameterized Koszul

complex for a commuting n-tuple of operators introduced in [3]. Note that the

construction is in some sense canonical (see §4). The other main step in the proof

is a parameterized variant of the L. Schwartz perturbation theorem (Lemma 3.1).

We use this assertion in the same manner as the classical Schwartz theorem is used

in the Cartan-Serre proof of the finiteness theorem. An important step in the proof

of Lemma 3.1 is Lemma 2.1, which asserts that the lifting for any parameterized

complex that admits a lifting of holomorphic sections can be done with uniform

estimates. Applying Lemma 3.1 to the infinite-dimensional resolution constructed

in §1, we show that this resolution is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of free sheaves

of finite type, and therefore all its homology sheaves are coherent, which is the

statement of Grauert's theorem.

DEFINITION. A holomorphic parameterized complex of Fréchet spaces X.(X) on

the domain U is a system {X¿, d¿(A)}, where X¿ are Fréchet spaces and dz(X) : X¿ —*

Xi+i are bounded operators, holomorphically depending on the parameter X £ U

and satisfying (7¿+i(A)ocí¿(A) = 0. All complexes will be assumed bounded; i.e. Xi =

0 for |¿| sufficiently large. We shall denote by OX the sheaf of germs of holomorphic

functions with values in the Fréchet space X, and by OX. = {0Xl, dz(X)} the

complex of sheaves of germs of holomorphic sections of the complex X.(X) on U.
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1. A Koszul resolution of the direct image of a sheaf. In this section we

shall use the notions of bicomplex and corresponding total complex. By definition,

a bicomplex (Eij, <7¿ , d" ) of vector spaces (modules, sheaves) is defined by a sys-

tem of spaces E%¿, i,j £ Z, and morphisms d[ ■ : Eij —► Eí+i¿, d'¡ : Eij —* Eij+i

satisfying the conditions d'od' = 0, d"od" — 0, d'od" + d"od' = 0. The correspond-

ing total complex is determined by the spaces En = ®¿+7=„ Eij and differentials

d: En —* En+i given by the formula d = d' + d". Then d o d = 0; i.e., the system

{En, d} is a complex. Now, let T = (Ti,..., Tn) be a commuting n-tuple of linear

operators acting in the Fréchet space X. Recall that the parameterized Koszul com-

plex K.(T,X)(X) for the n-tuple T in X (cf. [3]) is the holomorphic parameterized

complex on C" equal at the point À = (At,..., An) £ Cn to the Koszul complex for

the operators Ti — Ai7,... ,Tn — XnI in X. Recall that each of the components of the

parameterized Koszul complex is a direct sum of finitely many copies of the space

X, and the differentials are matrices whose entries are linear functions of Ti,..., Tn

and Ai,..., An. This construction can be performed in a more general situation.

Let X.(p) = {Xi,di(p)} be a holomorphic complex of Fréchet spaces on the do-

main U, and let T = (Ti,..., Tn) be an n-tuple of commuting endomorphisms of the

complex X(p)—i.e., the action of Ti,... ,T„ on the spaces Xt commutes with the

differentials di(p). Then each differential di(p) induces a morphism of complexes

dit.(p): K.(T,Xi)(X) —> K.(T,Xi+i)(X). In such a way we obtain a holomorphic

bicomplex {Eij,d\j(X,p),d'¿J(X,p)}, with Eij = Ki(T,Xj), d'i:j(X,p) equal to

the ¿th differential in the complex K.(T,Xj)(X), and d"3(X,p) = (-l)xdij(p). The

total complex of this bicomplex will be called the parameterized Koszul complex for

T in X.(p) and will be denoted by KX.(T)(X,p). This construction is functorial;

if ip-(p): X.(p) —+ Y.(p) is a morphism of parameterized complexes, then it lifts

canonically to a morphism K<p.(X,p): KX.(T)(X,p) —► KY.(T)(X,p).

Let £ be a sheaf of Fréchet CV-modules on the Stein domain U C C™, let L(U)

be the Fréchet space of all sections of £ over U, and let M = (MZl,..., MZn )

be the n-tuple of operators given by multiplication with the coordinate functions

Zi,... ,zn on Cn acting in the space ¡¿(U).

LEMMA 1.1. The complex of sheaves OK. (M, C(U)) is quasi-isomorphic to the

sheaf £ on the domain U.

PROOF. Set U' = U x U, and let pi,p2 be the projections of U on the first and

second components, and let £' = p2Z- Then the sheaf of holomorphic functions

on U with values in the Fréchet space Z(U) coincides with the direct image pi*£'

of £'. Let A = (Ai,...,An) and z = (zi,... ,zn) be the coordinate systems on

the first and the second copies of U, and let A be the diagonal in U'. Denote by

7f.(A — z) the Koszul complex for the functions At — Zi, Xn — zn; then the complex

of sheaves K.(X — z) —> Oa —* 0 is exact on U'. Since the sheaves £' and £>a are

Tor-independent, then, tensoring this complex by £', we obtain an exact complex

K.(X — z) <g) £' i—> Oa ® £ r-► 0 on U'. Taking the direct image by pi, we obtain the

exact complex of sheaves 0K.(M, C(U)) —^ £ ->0on U.

COROLLARY. Let V be a Stein domain in Cm, £ a coherent sheaf on W = V x

U, andp the projection ofW onU. Then the complex of sheaves 0K.(M, Z(W)) —+

p, £ —> 0 is exact on U.
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Let S be a complex space, U a Stein domain in C", / : S —> U a proper morphism

of complex spaces, and £ a coherent sheaf on S. Let U = {(Wi, <pi, Ui)}, i £ I, be an

atlas on S. This means that the Wi are open subsets of S, U% = V¿ x U, where V¿ are

Stein domains in some Cm, and ipi are closed embeddings of W in Ui such that the

restriction of / on Wi agrees with the projection of U% on U. Denote by C.(S, U, £)

the alternating cochain complex corresponding to the covering U and the sheaf £

on S. If z\,..., zn is a coordinate system on U, then the corresponding operators

of multiplication MZl,..., MZn act as endomorphisms of the complex of Fréchet

spaces C.(S,U,£). Denote by KC.(S,U, £)(X) the corresponding parameterized

Koszul complex on U.

LEMMA 1.2. The complex of sheaves OKC.(S,U, £) is quasi-isomorphic on U

to the generalized direct image f\£ = 7?'/*£-

PROOF. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that for any open Stein domain V C U the

complex of sections of OKC.(S,U, £) over V is quasi-isomorphic to the complex

C.(f~1(V),Uf-i(v)i £/-1(v))- Recalling the definition of the generalized direct im-

age, we obtain the assertion of the lemma.

Let the atlas Zi' be a refinement of U. Then there exists a morphism of re-

finement Ru,w: C.(S,U,£) —» C.(S,W, £). Using the functoriality of the con-

struction of the Koszul complexes, we obtain a morphism of parameterized com-

plexes on U: KRu,w- KG(S,U, £)(A) -> KC.(S,W, £)(A). Lemma 1.2 shows that

KRu,w induces a quasi-isomorphism from the complex of sheaves OKC.(S, U, £)

to OKC.(S, W, £). Further, let V be a Stein domain, V <gU. Then the restriction

from U to V induces a morphism of complexes

Ru,v ■ C.(S, W, £) - C.(f-\V), U'b-Hv), £|/-i(v)),

and a morphism of parameterized complexes

KRuy : KC.(S, W, £)(A) -» KC.(f~l(V), U'\f-Hv), £|/-Hv))(A).

Again from Lemma 1.2 it follows that this morphism induces a quasi-isomorphism

of the corresponding complexes of sheaves of holomorphic sections on V. Now

consider the superposition KRrjy o KRu,w- It is easy to see that this morphism

induces a quasi-isomorphism of the complexes of sheaves of holomorphic sections,

and all components of this morphism are compact operators. In §3 we show that

this implies that all homology sheaves of the complex OKC(S,U, £) are coherent,

which is the statement of the Grauert theorem.

2. Lifting of sections of exact parameterized complexes. If a given pa-

rameterized complex of Banach spaces is pointwise exact on some domain, then the

complexes of holomorphic or continuous sections are also exact (see [3]). However,

this is not true for parameterized complexes of Fréchet spaces. Because of this we

consider here a more special class of exact complexes.

DEFINITION. The holomorphic parameterized complex X.(X) will be called 0-

exact if the complex OX. of sheaves of germs of holomorphic sections of X.(X) is

exact. If we denote by H(U,X) the space of all holomorphic functions on the do-

main U with values in the Fréchet space X, then this is equivalent to the fact that

for any Stein domain U the complex H(U,X.) is exact. The morphism of holo-

morphic complexes <£>.(A) : X(A) -+ Y.(X) will be called an 0-quasi-isomorphism if
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it induces a quasi-isomorphism between OX. and 0Y.\ i.e., if its cone is O-exact.

A holomorphic complex of Fréchet spaces will be called O-Fredholm if on every

sufficiently small domain it is O-quasi-isomorphic to a bounded holomorphic com-

plex consisting of finite-dimensional spaces. It is well known that the homology

sheaves of a bounded complex, consisting of finite-dimensional free 0 -modules, are

coherent—i.e., roughly speaking, they can be represented by a finite number of gen-

erators and a finite number of relations between the generators. Therefore, if X.(X)

is O-Fredholm, then all the homology sheaves of the complex OX. are coherent. It

is also easy to prove the converse assertion, but we do not use it in this paper.

It will be necessary for our purposes to consider another more complicated defi-

nition of O-exactness. For a given polydisk U C C and a Fréchet space X, denote

by A(U, X) the space of all X-valued functions x(X), holomorphic on U and contin-

uous on U, endowed with seminorms |]i(A)||[/iP = sup ||a:(A)||p, X £U. Whenever

U is a degenerated polydisk (i.e., a point), we put A(U, X) = X. The holomorphic

complex X.(A) = {X¿,d¿(A)}, defined on the domain D, will be called A-exact if

the following two requirements are satisfied:

(i) For any polydisk U ê D the complex A(U,X.) is exact. The open mapping

theorem shows that in this case for any U and any natural number p there exist a

constant C = C(U,p) and a natural number q = q(U,p) such that for any vector-

function x(X) £ A(U,Xi) satisfying di(X)x(X) = 0 there exists a vector-function

y(X) £ A{U,Xi-.i) such that d^i(X)y(X) = x(X) and \\y{X)\\u<p < C\\x(X)\\u¡q.
(ii) For all polydisks U included in some fixed compact subset K C D the

constants C(U,p) and q(U,p) can be chosen to be independent of U.

Note the following property of A-exact complexes: if An £ K is a sequence of

points and xn £ X¿ is a sequence of elements satisfying di(Xn)xn >—► 0, then there

exists a sequence un £ Xt such that un >—> 0 and dt(Xn)un — di(Xn)xn.

It is easy to see that any A-exact complex is O-exact. We shall prove the converse

statement.

LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a class of holomorphic complexes defined on the polydisk

D C C" such that

(1) If the differentials of the complex X. do not depend on X, then X. belongs to

A.
(2) If all the rows of a parameterized bicomplex belong to A, then the total complex

of this bicomplex also belongs to A.

(3) If X is a Fréchet space, and M is the n-tuple of operators of multiplication

by the coordinate functions on D acting in the space H(D,X), then the complex

K.(M,H(D,X))(X)   i->   X —» C, where A(A) is the evaluation at X, belongs to A.

(4) If the morphism of complexes <p-(X): X.(X) —* Y.(X) is an A-quasi-

isomorphism (i.e. its cone belongs to A), and one of the complexes X.(X), Y.(X)

belongs to A, then the same is true for the other.

Then A contains all O-exact complexes.

PROOF. Let X.(A) = {Xi,<ij(A)} be an O-exact holomorphic complex on D.

The complex 77(7),X.) is an exact constant complex of Fréchet spaces. Denote

by K.(M, 77(7), X.))(X) the bicomplex consisting of the parameterized Koszul com-

plexes for the n-tuple M in the spaces H(D,Xi). (1) and (2) show that the corre-

sponding total complex (denote it by KX.(X)) belongs to A. On the other hand,
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(3) and (2) show that the maps A(A) define an O-quasi-isomorphism from KX.(X)

to the complex X.(X), and from (4) we obtain that X(A) belongs to A.

COROLLARY 2.2.   Any 0-exact complex is A-exact.

PROOF. It is sufficient to consider the case when the domain of definition is

a polydisk. We have to prove that the class of all A-exact complexes satisfies

requirements (l)-(4). In order to prove (1), note that the continuous selection

theorem allows us to lift any function from A(U, Im di) up to a continuous X¿-

valued function on U. Applying to this function the standard projection from the

space C(U,Xi) of all continuous Xj-valued functions to the space A(U,Xi) (see [4,

Chapter II, §3]), we obtain the necessary lifting. Conditions (2) and (4) can be

obtained by a standard diagram chase. To check (2) it is only necessary to control

the norms of corresponding elements at each step of the proof.

We shall prove (3), using an induction on the dimension n of the polydisk D.

When n = 1, then the considered complex has the form

0 -» 77(7), X) M^XI 77(7), X) A^] X - 0,

and the requirement can be directly checked. Suppose that (3) is satisfied on the

(n — l)-dimensional polydisk D'. Let z' = (zi,..., zn_i) be the coordinate system

on D', M' = (MZl,...,MZn_l), and 77' = H(D',X). Let Dn be a circle in C with

coordinate function zn and let D — D' x Dn. Note that H(Dn,H') — 77(7), X).

As above, we have an A-exact complex

0 - H(Dn, 77') M'ÛXnI H(Dn, 77') A^n) 77' -* 0.

This complex induces a bicomplex

0 -► K.(M',77(7),X))(A) M*ÜXnl K.(M',77(7),X))(X) *^n) K.(M', 77') -+ • ■ •.

It is easy to see that the total complex of the bicomplex, formed by the first two

columns, is equal to the Koszul complex K.(M,H(D,X))(X). Then from (2) we

obtain between the complexes K.(M, 77(7), X))(X) and K.(M', 77(7)', X))(X) an A-

quasi-isomorphism compatible with the evaluation morphism. Using the inductive

assumption and property (4), we obtain that the complex considered in (3) is A-

exact, which completes the proof.

3. Parameterized L. Schwartz theorem.

LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that X.(X) = {X¿,d¿(A)} and Y.(X) = {V¿,3¿(A)} are
holomorphic complexes of Fréchet spaces on the domain D, and all the spaces Xi,

Yi are inverse limits of Hubert spaces. Let K.: X.(X) —> Y.(X) be an O-quasi-

isomorphism of complexes and all its components Kt : X% —► Yl be compact opera-

tors.  Then the complexes X.(A),F.(A) are O-Fredholm on D.

We need an intermediate result.
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LEMMA 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 suppose that the complexes

X.(Ao), F.(Ao) are exact for some An at the (i + l)st stage. Then X(A), F.(A) are

O-exact in a neighborhood of Xo at the same stage.

PROOF. Fix a compact neighborhood W of Ao in D. We can suppose that for

any n, i, X £ W we have ||di(A)x||n < ||x||n, ||s¿(A)x||n < ||x||n, and for any positive

m,n there exists a constant Dmn such that for all i ||7Qx||m < 7)m,„]|x||„. Fix

the seminorms || - ||p on X¿ and || • ||r on l¿_i. It follows from the A-exactness

of the cone of K. that there exist natural numbers q, s and a constant C such

that for any U C W, x(X) £ A(U,Xi+ï), y(X) £ A(U,Yi) satisfying di+i(X)x(X),
Si(X)y(X) = Kl+ix(X), there exist x'(A) £ A(U,XX), y'(X) £ A(U, F¿_i) such that

di(A)i'(A) = x(X), Kxx'(X) + s^i(X)y'(X) = y(X) and ^'(A)^ + ||^(A)||y,r <
C(||x(A)||t/ig + ||y(A)||[/iS). (We shall suppose that q > p.) Further, there exist m,t

and a constant, denoted again by C, such that for any U C D, u(X) £ A(U,Xi+2),

v(X) £ A(U, Yi+i), satisfying di+2(X)u(X) — 0, st+i(X)v(X) — Ki+2u(X), there exist

u'(X) £ A(U,Xl+i) and v'(X) £ A(U,YZ) such that

dt+i(X)u'(X) = u(X),        Kl+iu'(X) + Sl(X)v'(X) = v(X),

and

l1«'(A)k, + \\v'W\\u,a < C(\\u(X)\[u,m + HX)\\u,t).

Since the complex Y.(Xo) is exact at Yl+i, then, increasing t, we can suppose that

for any 2/kerci¿+i(A0) there exists y' £ Yi such that s¿(An)t/ = y, \\y'\\s < D\\y\\t

for some constant D.

Let A„ —* Ao be a sequence of points of W and xn £ X+i be a sequence of

elements such that dl+i(Xn)xn = 0 and ||xn||q < 1. Replacing the sequence xn

by a subsequence, one can find an element xq £ Fi+i, such that Ki+ixn i—> xo-

Since st_|_i(Ao)xo = limsî+i(A„)o7;iî+ixTl = 0, there exists an element t/o € Yx such

that s¿(A0)yo = x0, ||j/o||a < ^ll^olli < D.Dt,q. Now s¿(An)y0 - Ki+Íxn -> 0 and
therefore there exist sequences zn £ Xt, un £ Yi+i such that

di(Xn)zn - xn ^ 0,    K%zn + sl-i(Xn)un h^ y0

and

\\Zn\\p+\\un\\r<C'C(l + D.DUq).

Fix e > 0. Since the sequence xn can be chosen arbitrarily and the constant C"

does not depend on the choice, one can find a neighborhood V = V(e) of Ao such

that for any A £ V and any x £ kerc¿¿+i(A) with ||x||9 < 1, there exists an element

z £ X satisfying ||z||p < C" and ||x - di(X)z\\q < e.

Now we need to find a canonical choice of an element z. Using the compactness

of Ki, we can choose a finite-dimensional subspace 77 of X¿ such that for any

z £ Xi, ||z||p < 1, there exists z £ 77 such that ||¿||p < 1, ||7Í¿2 — TQz||t < e/C.

Let 77(A) = s,(A) o K%[H\. We can choose 77 such that TQ77 D kers¿(A0) = 0,

and therefore, near Ao, 77(A) is a finite-dimensional subspace of Y¿+i of constant

dimension. For any A £ V, x £ kerd¿+i(A), ||x||q < 1 there exists z £ 77, ||z||p < C",

such that ||s¿(A) o 7Í¿2 - Ki+ix\\t < 2e. Denote by P(A) the projector from Yi+i

to 77(A) such that kerP(A) = L, where L is the orthogonal complement of 77(Ao)

with respect to the scalar product corresponding to || • ||t. We can find a sufficiently

small neighborhood V'(e) of Aq such that for any A £ V and y £ Yi+i we have
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\\y — P(A)yt|| < 2dt(y,H(X)), where dt is the pseudodistance determined by

Then for any A £ V, x £ kerdi+i(X) with ||x||q < 1, we have

and

\Ki+ix - P(X) o Ki+1x\\t <4e

P(X) o Kl+ix = st(X) o K,z

for some 2 G 77, ||z||p < 2C".

Let U be an arbitrary polydisk contained in V(e) O V'(e), and let x(A) be an

element of A(U,Xi+x) such that d¿+i(A)x(A) = 0 and ||x(A)||[/iQ < 1. Take z(X) £

A(U,H) such that Si(X) o KiZ(X) = P(X) o Kl+ix(X). Then ||z(A)||ry,p < 2C" and
||s¿(A) o Kiz(X) — 7f¿+ix(A)||t < 4e. Using the A-exactness of the cone of K., we

can find u(X) £ A(U, F¿) and v(X) £ A(<7,X,+ i) such that s¿(A)it(A) - Ki+iv(X) =

Si(X) o Kiz(X) - Ki+ix(X) and ¡|u(A)||(7jS + ||u(A)||[/i(j < 4C7e. Further, there exist

y(X) £ A(U,Xi) andw(A) £ A(/7,F¿_i) suchthat dz(X)y(X) = x(X)-v(X), KiV(X)-
Si-i(X)w(X) = Kiz(X) - u(X), and ||y(A)||rj,p < C" = 2C'DPtS +8C+Í. We have
\\dz(X)y(X) - x(X)\\u,q < 4Ce. Now take £ such that iCe < 1/2. Iterating the
procedure, we obtain a sequence of vector-functions ynW S A(U, X) such that

Y\\yn(x)\\u,v<^c",

and

di(A)
N

Yv"W
71=1

x(A) <2
-N

U,q

The series ^7^=1 KiVnW is converging in A(U, F¿) to some element y(X) £ A(U, Yi),

and it is easy to see that Si(X)y(X) — 7í¿+ix(A). Using again the exactness of the

cone, we obtain y(X) £ A(U,Xi) such that di(X)y(X) — x(X). Lemma 3.2 is proved.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. Let A0 £ D. We shall construct on some neighborhood

of Ao a holomorphic complex 77.(A) = {77¿, a¿(A)} of finite-dimensional spaces, and

an O-quasi-isomorphism ^-(A): T7.(A) —* X(A). Suppose that 77¿, a¿(A), and ^¿(A)

are already constructed for i > k, and denote by X(A) = {X,d,(A)} the cone of

the morphism f-(X), determined in degrees > k. Since the complex X.(Ao) is Fred-

holm, the space ker(iic(Ao)/imiifc_i(Ao) is finite dimensional, and we can choose

elements xi,... ,xm £ ker<7fc(Ao) which generate this space. One can find a semi-

p and e > 0 such that any other system x\,... ,x'm £ ker dfc(Ao), satisfyingnorm
„/

||x¿ - x¿||p < £, i — 1,..., m, generates the space of homologies also. The complex

X(A) is A-exact at Xfe+i, and we can choose a constant C and a number q such

that for any sufficiently small polydisk U containing Ao and any vector-function

x(A) G A([/,Xfc+i) satisfying cifc+i(A)x(A) = 0, there exists y(X) £ A(U,Xk) with

dk(X)y(X) = x(X), \\y(X)\\u,p < C||x(A)||t/i9. We can take a sufficiently small U

such that Hdfc^Xillf^q < £¡C, i = l,...,m. Then there exist vector-functions

J/i(A),...,ym(A) £ A(U,X) such that dk(X)yl(X) = dk(X)xi and ||í/¿(A)||r/iP <
e, i — l,...,m. Put x¿(A) = x¿ - yi(X). Then xi(Ao), ■• .,xm(Ao) generate

kerG¡fc(Ao)/im(4_i(Ao) and dk(X)xi(X) = 0, i = l,...,m. Setting 77fc = Cm, de-

note by x(A) the map from 77fc to Xk determined by the functions xi(A),..., xm(A),

and let ak(X), <pk(X) be the projections of x(A) on 77fe+i and Xk- Now the complex
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77.(A) = {Hi,at(X)} and the morphism of complexes ip.(X) = {<pi(X)} are defined

also for i = k, and f-(Xo) is a quasi-isomorphism. Let ijj.(X) = K. o £.(X), and

denote by F-(A) the cone of the morphism ib.. Let K. : X.(X) —+ Y.(X) be the mor-

phism of complexes determined by the morphism K. and the identity map of 77. (A).

Since K. is an O-quasi-isomorphism, so is K.. Applying Lemma 3.2, we obtain that

X.(A) is O-exact; i.e., <p-{X) is an O-quasi-isomorphism. Lemma 3.1 is proved.

Applying Lemma 3.1 to the resolution of the direct image of a sheaf, constructed

in §1, we complete the proof of the Grauert theorem.

4. Remark. The only choice involved in the construction of the resolution in

§1 is that of the coordinate system on the base. Due to this, the construction has

the following functorial properties.

(1) The resolution KC.(S,U, £)(A) is an exact functor of £.

(2) If ¡p: U —> U' is a holomorphic mapping of the base domain, proper on the

support of /*£, and if KC'.(S,U, £)(A) is the Koszul resolution of the direct image

of £ under the map ¡po f, then there exists a natural morphism of KC.(S, U, £)(A)

in p*KC'.(S,U,i)(X).
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